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1 Evaluation of Balance Service
Executive summary
This report evaluates the ability of aggregators to offer TSO services. 52 experiments were
evaluated, and it is shown that a relatively high accuracy was achieved, both in the response
and rebound parts of the service delivery. An overestimation of the load reduction potential
equal to 25% was observed, because of the very frequent portfolio activations, which does
not allow the loads to return to their normal state.

1.1 Abstract
In the Ecogrid 2.0 project aggregators can participate in two different markets: the TSO balancing
market, and the DSO market. In both markets services are offered in the form of asymmetric
blocks (a load reduction followed by a load increase). The capability of an aggregator to participate in the TSO balancing market was tested in HS2 and more frequent experiments, with the full
functionality of the market platform, were carried out in HS3.
The evaluation of the 52 TSO experiments carried out in HS3 showed 25% lower flexibility during
load reductions than in HS2. The reason for this is primarily the very frequent activation of the
thermal loads for offering services in the fully automated setup. The high frequency of activations
does not provide enough time for the loads to return to their steady state. Thus, subsequent activations lead to smaller load reductions.
After making the appropriate correction in the flexibility model, it was found that activations are
close to the desired values, with relatively small errors, in the range of ±30 kW. Such errors are
reasonable since a significant share originates from the baseline uncertainty. Further, the rebound
values were found to be very close to the ones anticipated by the rebound shaping strategy with
most errors in the range of ±10 kW. Overall, the ability of the aggregator to offer TSO services
with good accuracy was validated.

1.2 Introduction
This evaluation focuses on examining the accuracy by which the aggregators offer balancing
power to the TSO in the modified balancing market adopted in Ecogrid 2.0, i.e. with asymmetric
block offers. The underlying research question that will be answered in this evaluation is
formulated as follows:
Can a service and the rebound be delivered to the TSO market with a certain accuracy?
Instead of conducting pre-designed experiments to offer services that emulate the aggregators’
participation in the balancing market, in HS3 aggregators participated in the TSO market in an
automated way. In other words, the aggregators continuously submitted bids in the market, which
was then cleared, and if an aggregator’s bid was accepted then the respective service was
delivered. This ensured that the conducted experiments were as close as possible to the actual
case of aggregators offering balancing services. This also introduces more uncertainties,
compared to the case of executing pre-designed experiments.
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1.3 Description of experiments
Two aggregators participated in the TSO market: Insero and IBM. This evaluation covers Insero’s
participation in the market. Insero controlled a mixed portfolio of houses in HS3, consisting of
households equipped with heat pumps or electrical radiators. Additionally, several households
were gradually removed from the available controllable portfolio due to technical reasons and
households were regularly swapped between the aggregators. This means that the aggregators
did not have a fixed portfolio throughout the heating season to control and deliver services, but
one that was updated in regular time intervals. A total of 52 TSO services were delivered on
various conditions (different ambient temperature and time of day).

1.4 Description of data
In EcoGrid 2.0 Smart meter data of residential customers is used to evaluate the experiments.
The used Smart meters record energy consumption values with a five minute time resolution. In
addition, during each experiment it is recorded which households have successfully reacted to
the control signals and with which houses the communication failed. Only houses with
successfully participated in the experiment are considered in this study.

1.5 Analysis
First, the accuracy of the flexibility provision is analysed. In Figure 1 the scatterplot of the delivered
vs the requested service is shown. Each red point relates to one of the 52 delivered services.
Ideally, observations should lie across the blue line, with some uncertainty. By employing a leastsquares fit, the black line is derived. This line better represents the actual behaviour of the loads
and shows that flexibility was initially overestimated by approximately 25%. This overestimation
is primarily a result of the continuous activation of the portfolio. Indeed, during HS3 aggregators
activated flexibility on a regular basis, in contrast to the previous heating seasons. As explained
in the evaluation of the rebound effect, rebound lasts for several hours but is very small one or
two hours after a load reduction, making it difficult to quantify when the heating systems have
returned to steady state. Figure 2 shows an example of a typical profile of the aggregator Insero
in HS3. The baseline is plotted in blue and the actual power time series is plotted in red. Within
24 hours, the aggregator offers a total of 6 load reductions. While each of them is beneficial to
the DSO or TSO, these regular activations reduced the overall available flexibility.
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Figure 1: Delivered vs requested response for TSO services during HS3

Figure 2: Power consumption of an aggregation of Inseros portfolio (red) with baseline (blue) - a total of
6 load reduction services within 24 hours

After correcting the flexibility model by applying a reduction of 25%, the delivery error in kW is
calculated and shown in Figure 3. In a few tests large errors occurred, but for most cases these
errors are in the ±30 kW region. This result shows that if the model is corrected to account for the
very frequent activations, deliveries can be made with relatively good accuracy. One must note
that service delivery is evaluated by constructing baselines, whose uncertainty is considerable.
According to [1], baseline errors with a standard deviation of 7 kW are expected for aggregations
of 150 houses, which was the typical portfolio size during the service deliveries. Also, in [1]
portfolios of only resistive heaters are used, whereas in the evaluated service deliveries of this
report a mixed portfolio is considered. Generally, larger absolute consumption of households
leads to larger baseline errors in absolute terms.
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Figure 3: Delivery error for each experiment upon the corrected flexibility model

Next, the rebound delivery is evaluated. In the TSO experiments the portfolio’s rebound is not left
uncontrolled. Instead, a rebound shaping strategy is employed, so that the rebound consumption
resembles the offered block as close as possible. In Figure 4 a scatterplot of the delivered against
the requested rebound is shown. The observations lie relatively close to the ideal rebound line,
especially when one considers the inevitable baseline errors. Most of the delivered vs requested
rebound errors are in the range of ±10 kW.

Figure 4: Delivered vs requested rebound for TSO services during HS3

In Figure 5 the delivered response is plotted against the delivered rebound. In this plot the ability
of the rebound strategy to shape the rebound and reduce it compared to the load reduction can
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be seen more clearly. In most cases the rebound is kept below 40-50%, with only four cases
exhibiting a rebound larger than 60% of the response.

Figure 5: Delivered response vs delivered rebound

1.6 Conclusion
The evaluation of the TSO experiments showed that a 25% overestimation of flexibility related to
load reductions occurred. One probable explanation for this are the very frequent activation of the
thermal loads for offering services. In most cases, the frequent activation did not allow the loads
to return to their steady state before the next activation. Another potential reason for the observed
overestimation is that the baseline methodology could be affected by the very frequent activations.
Load reductions can lead to reduced power consumption, and this effect on the total load may
affect the baseline estimation and provide lower baselines, compared to the case where
activations were infrequent. This lower baseline will lead to smaller calculated load reductions.
However, we have no sure way of knowing what exactly caused the 25% overestimation.
After making the appropriate correction, it was found that flexibility activations are close to the
desired values, with relatively small errors, in the range of ±30 kW. Such errors are reasonable,
considering the baseline uncertainty. Further, the rebound values were found to be very close to
the ones anticipated by the rebound shaping strategy with most errors in the range of ±10 kW.
Overall, the ability of the aggregator to offer TSO services with good accuracy was validated,
once the necessary correction is made to compensate the flexibility reduction due to very frequent
activations.

1.7 References
[1] Ziras, C., Heinrich, C., Pertl, M., & Bindner, H. W. (2019). Experimental flexibility identification
of aggregated residential thermal loads using behind-the-meter data. Applied Energy, Volume
242, 15 May 2019, Pages 1407-1421.
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2 Evaluation Extending the flexibility model by
increased duration
Executive summary
In this evaluation we find that average residential houses can deliver flexibility services for up
to two hours. We further find that a long-lasting rebound effect occurs, which cannot be
observed through the evaluation of power measurements.

2.1 Abstract
Residential households can deliver flexibility services to contribute to power system stability. In
the demonstration project EcoGrid 2.0, aggregators which control a population of real residential
heating loads deliver such services to both the balancing market and the local DSO for congestion
management. To offer reliable services, aggregators need accurate flexibility models describing
how much flexibility is available in terms of power and for how long this flexibility can be activated.
This evaluation presents the findings from “Long duration tests” which were carried out to estimate
the time constants related to flexibility activation. We find that load reductions of two hours can
reduce the average household temperature by up to 0.7°C. To avoid customer discomfort,
individual houses should not be switched off significantly longer.

2.2 Introduction
The EcoGrid 2.0 demonstration project has analyzed how residential customers can contribute to
power system stability by offering demand response services with flexible loads. EcoGrid 2.0 has
controlled a large population of residential electric heating systems on the island of Bornholm.
Figure 23 illustrates the EcoGrid 2.0 setup.
In the project two aggregators pool and control the residential heating system of customers
centrally – IBM and Insero. This allows the aggregators to offer load reduction or load increase
services for the wholesale market, as well as contribute to local congestion management of the
DSO. Two different heating technologies are used by the private households. Roughly half use
resistive heaters, while the other half relies on heat pumps. The power consumption of the flexible
units was measured through smart meters, with a metering resolution of 5 minutes.
When the aggregators control the flexible units externally, the units deviate from their “natural”
behavior. When heating units are turned off to offer load reductions, temperature in the
households drops. Small temperature deviations in the individual households will not affect the
inhabitants. However, eventually, heating must be set back on again to avoid customer
discomfort. The temperature bandwidth in which customers are most likely not affected is about
+/- 1 degree Celsius. Larger temperature deviations should be avoided as aggregators risk that
customers will be unsatisfied with their services.
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Figure 6: Overview of EcoGrid 2.0 Setup

The rate at which individual houses cool down or heat up is dependent on a lot of factors. The
most important ones are the size of the building, the insulation, the ambient temperature and solar
radiation. Even with a perfect model of the household, predicting the temperature development
can be tricky, as customer random behavior like airing the room or cooking have strong influence
on the indoor temperature as well.
This report describes the findings of the long duration tests, that were carried out in heating
season 2018/2019. These tests were designed to estimate the average time constant of the
population. This time constant describes how fast the population cools down, if heating is switched
off. This way, it describes the time an average house can provide flexibility.

2.3 Description of Increased service duration
The overall aim of the EcoGrid 2.0 project is to investigate how an aggregator can offer flexibility
services with a population of residential heating units. The amount of power that aggregators can
expect when controlling the population has been investigated in detail [1]. To answer the question
for how long residential houses can provide flexibility, additional tests were set up.
During four long duration tests both Insero and IBM switched off the heating of all residential
houses for two hours. On the one hand, the response and the rebound were observed and
evaluated with a baseline. The rebound was not controlled, to observe how fast the houses would
move back towards their “natural” state, after being released again. In addition, the indoor
temperature of all participating houses was recorded.

2.4 Description of Data
The following data was used in the demonstrations
- Smart meter power measurements of participating houses
- List of participating houses
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- Indoor temperature measurements of houses equipped with resistive heaters. For these houses,
individual temperatures for each room were available.
- Indoor temperature measurements of houses equipped with heat pumps. For these houses only
one value per house was available.

Figure 7: Response and rebound of the four long duration tests during heating season 2018/2019

2.5 Analysis
To evaluate the power consumption throughout the long duration tests a baseline method was
applied. This baseline represents an estimate of the power consumption of the portfolio, had it
not been externally controlled. The difference between the baseline and the actual measured
power consumption is regarded as the portfolio’s response and rebound. The result of this is
shown in Fig. 24. The first test (red) shows flexibility per household of about 0.75 kW followed by
a surprisingly low rebound. During all tests the response has been stable throughout the two
hours.
The individual indoor temperatures of households are subject to a high uncertainty, as described
earlier. This is why all measurements of the participating houses were averaged during the tests.
This way it is easier to draw general conclusions about the portfolio as a whole. Figure 25 shows
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the average temperature development of the population during the tests. In the graph the solid
line represents the real temperature measurements, while the dashed line represents a
“temperature baseline”. In tests 2-4 (blue, green, black) temperatures drop significantly in the two
hours of the long duration test. The strongest decrease can be observed in the 2nd (blue) test.
Within these two hours, the average indoor temperature dropped by around 0.44 degree Celsius.
In the 3rd and 4th test, the average temperature decreased by about 0.21 degree Celsius and
0.18 degree Celsius.
In the first test, a strong temperature decrease cannot be observed. This is most likely due to
strong solar radiation in these morning hours. Switching off the heating systems has therefore
delayed the expected heating of the population, but not caused a decrease. Since the average
temperature of the population has not dropped, it is not surprising that the rebound during this
test is smaller.
The dashed line represents a “temperature baseline”, which was created by averaging values
from 10 days before and after the test. These lines indicate which trend was expected in the
population during the tests at this hour of the day. As all four tests occurred during the day, there
is an upwards trend in the tests. This trend must be considered when evaluating how the
temperature of the population was changed by the tests. For example, when switching off heaters
in the morning hours houses might not cool down, since they are already in a cold state at the
end of the night. Their temperature is now held constant by the rising sun. However, by switching
heaters off, houses are prevented from heating up, which some customers may experience as
discomfort. The expected temperature development (expected temperature at the end of service
minus expected temperature at the beginning of the test) according to the baselines during the
four tests shows an increase of 0.16°C, 0.06°C, 0.14°C and 0.25°C.
Figure 26 shows the histogram of the individual temperature developments in the population on
a household level. For each house the temperature difference at the beginning of the long duration
test is compared to the temperature at the end of the test. In addition, the values are corrected
with the corresponding average expected temperature development (temperature baseline
development) to correct for the expected trend.
The plot shows how dispersed the individual reaction of houses can be. While most households
show a temperature development close to the mean, there are some houses where temperature
drops faster. In all tests there are houses where temperature has dropped by around two degrees.
Houses in which temperature drops significantly faster than in others are less valuable to the
aggregators as they are less flexible. At the same time, there are houses where the indoor
temperature has increased throughout the test. This could be caused by solar irradiance or the
activation of other electrical appliances such as stoves or the use of wood stoves for heating.
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Figure 8: Average indoor temperature development during the four long duration tests

Finally, Figure 27 shows the difference of real temperature measurements and the baselines in
the indoor temperature development of the population. This can be interpreted as the temperature
changes due to aggregator control. In all tests, temperatures have not fully recovered five hours
after the test has occurred. This indicates that the rebound duration of the population is longer
than three hours. At the same time, this longer-lasting rebound was not visible when evaluating
power measurements of the population together with a baseline. Three hours after service
delivery power deviations were consistently smaller than the baseline uncertainty. However, when
comparing the saved energy during service delivery to the energy in the rebound, one can
observe that some of the energy went missing, also indicating a longer-lasting rebound period.
When services are activated frequently, this will affect the available flexibility.
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Figure 9: Histogram of indoor temperature difference between beginning and end of long duration tests

2.6 Conclusion
In this evaluation we evaluated the Long duration tests, which were carried out in EcoGrid 2.0.
To estimate for how long flexibility can be activated, heating systems were switched off for a
longer period than in all other demonstrations in EcoGrid 2.0. Then the indoor temperature of
households was evaluated to analyze the consequences. For this purpose, a simple baseline
methodology was applied for the indoor temperature data.
Results show that the average temperature of households drops by up to 0.7°C if heating is
switched off for two hours. To avoid customer discomfort, longer lasting services should be
avoided. In addition, the results show that indoor temperature is not fully restored 5 hours after
service activation. This indicates that the actual rebound of the population lasts longer than three
hours. However, the rebound drops to a small power value which becomes insignificant with
respect to the baseline uncertainty after only 3 hours.
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Figure 10: Average indoor temperature development with temperature baseline correction

Due to the slow pace of temperature recovery after the initial rebound, frequent portfolio activation
may reduce the available flexibility in the long run.
[1] Ziras, C., Heinrich, C., Pertl, M., & Bindner, H. W. (2019). Experimental flexibility identification
of aggregated residential thermal loads using behind-the-meter data. Applied Energy, Volume
242, 15 May 2019, Pages 1407-1421.
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3 Evaluation of Rebound effect - natural and
shaped
Executive summary
In this evaluation we evaluate the rebound shape of a population of residential resistive
heaters as well as residential heat pumps. We find that through additional control the rebound
can be shaped such that power peaks following demand response services are mitigated.

3.1 Abstract
The demonstration project EcoGrid 2.0 has proposed a market setup which allows to harvest the flexibility of residential customers to contribute to power system stability. In this
evaluation the rebound behavior of both aggregations of resistive heaters as well as aggregations of heat pumps is evaluated. Based on the shape of the natural rebound, a rebound
control strategy is developed. Finally, this strategy is applied to the population. Results indicate that rebounds can be mitigated through simple control strategies.

3.2 Introduction
The EcoGrid 2.0 demonstration project has analyzed how residential customers can contribute to power system stability by offering demand response services with private flexible loads. EcoGrid 2.0 has controlled a large population of residential electric heating systems on the island of Bornholm. Figure 28 illustrates the EcoGrid 2.0 setup.

Figure 11: Overview of EcoGrid 2.0 Setup
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In the project two aggregators pool and control the residential heating systems of customers centrally – IBM and Insero. This allows the aggregators to offer load reduction or load
increase services for the wholesale market as well as contribute to local congestion management of the DSO. Two different heating technologies are used by the private households. Roughly half use resistive heaters, while the other half relies on heat pumps. The
power consumption of the flexible units was measured through smart meters, with a metering resolution of 5 minutes.
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When aggregators control flexible units externally, these deviate from their “natural” behavior. When heating units are turned off to offer load reductions, temperature in the
households drop. Eventually, heating units have to be switched on again and the missing
heat has to be recuperated to restore the households’ temperature – leading to a power
consumption, which is above the “natural behavior”. This load peak, which follows the activation of demand response services, is commonly referred to as the “rebound”. Depending on the flexible load, the rebound effect can lead to unwanted and harmful load spikes.
This report describes the findings of the project EcoGrid 2.0 regarding the shape and controllability of rebound. Thereby we address the following two research questions:
How does the rebound effect look like when it is natural?
To which degree can a rebound be shaped? Can harmful load increases be mitigated?
This document will first show how the loads' rebound consumption looks like when no rebound control provision is made after a load reduction. Next, the developed rebound
shaping control algorithms will be applied to show how large peaks in consumption can be
avoided, after load reductions. The rebound behavior will be compared against the intended, to assess the performance of the control methods.

3.3 Description of flexibility identification tests:
Throughout the project, a series of tests regarding the rebound have been conducted.
First, in winter 2017/2018 the rebound was uncontrolled, as part of many flexibility identification tests. The tests were conducted during varying times of the day as well as for different ambient temperatures. During these tests, the residential heaters were temporarily
switched off and released again a short while (30 minutes or 1 hour) later. The load reduction as well as the rebound behavior was observed by evaluating the power consumption
of the population in retrospective through the smart meter measurements. A baseline
method was developed to estimate what the “natural behavior” of the population would
have been, had the tests not been conducted. Finally, a model for the rebound shape was
derived, by averaging 25 tests, where no rebound shaping was applied.

3.4 Analysis
The response of each experiment has been evaluated by calculating the difference between the estimated baseline and the actual power consumption. To extract the shape,
this time series was normalized by the experiment’s response.
Figure 29 shows the average shape of response and rebound for the population of resistive heaters during load reduction tests. Figure 3 shows the same graph for the population
of heat pumps. In the first hour (time steps 1-12), load is reduced. Afterwards, the rebound occurs. The uncontrolled rebound power exceeds the response power. The rebound of resistive heaters decreases quickly after time step 14. The overall energy that is
“saved” when the heaters are switched off (represented by the area between zero and the
red curve between time steps 1 and 12) is only recovered in part (around 35%) during the
evaluated period.
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Figure 12: Typical response and rebound shape of the resistive heater population.

As can be seen in Figure 30, the power consumption of heat pumps picks up slower than
that of resistive heaters after the portfolio is released at time step 12. Further, the rebound is smaller and more of the initial “saved” energy is recovered (around 60%).
Even though some energy can be saved through a reduced temperature gradient in the
households throughout the test period, the “missing” energy is too large to be explained
solely through this effect. Most likely, the rebound period is longer than the three evaluated hours, but power values are too small to be well distinguishable from the baseline.

Figure 13: Typical response and rebound shape of heat pump population.
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Figure 14: Rebound shaping: Model prediction and measurement.

3.5 Description of rebound shaping
The derived model was used to shape the rebound behavior. This was done by releasing
the portfolio in parts, such that the rebound is stretched out in time. This way a rebound
shape was predicted, which was then compared with the actual rebound shape.
Finally, the rebound shaping strategy has been applied to the whole portfolio of the aggregator Insero. Throughout most tests in winter 2018/2019, the rebound was shaped.

3.6 Analysis
Figure 31 shows a selection of rebound shaping experiment for different ambient temperatures, number of households and different hours of the day. During all tests, the rebound
model was able to predict the actual rebound shape quite well.
Figure 32 shows a scatter-plot of all 52 Insero tests with rebound shaping strategy. The
control strategy was designed to limit about 60% of the initial response. On the y-axis, the
delivered rebound is
represented, while the x-axis shows the delivered response. The plot shows, that the rebound shaping strategy was successful. On average, the rebound is pushed below 50% of
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the response.

Figure 15: Scatter plot of delivered response vs. delivered rebound.

3.7 Conclusion
In this evaluation, the rebound behavior of the different types of aggregations was evaluated. One
population consists of resistive heaters and one of residential heat pumps. In a large series of
flexibility identification tests a flexibility model was derived. The flexibility model consists of a
response, which is dependent on the outdoor temperature as well as the time of the day. We
found that the rebound size is proportional to the service response. Therefore, the average
rebound shape was calculated by normalizing according to service response and afterwards
averaging all test power time series. In a series of rebound shaping test the rebound model was
evaluated. Finally, a rebound shaping strategy was applied to balancing services of winter
2018/2019. The results show that with the simple rebound control method, rebound can be reliably
mitigated to below 50% of the initial response.
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Read more at www.ecogrid.dk

